Abstract
Introduction
It is a truism to claim that sometimes an omission or a failure to act can be as effective, or as deadly, as an act. Consequently, the law on international responsibility sees to it that states and international organizations alike can, in principle, be held responsible for their omissions. Actors can be held responsible for their internationally wrongful acts, and these, in turn, are defined as encompassing omissions as well as acts. Thus, Article 4 of the Articles on Responsibility of International Organizations (ARIO) specifies that there is an internationally wrongful act when 'conduct consisting of an action or omission' is attributable to an international organization and breaches an obligation resting on the organization. 1 Holding actors responsible for their omissions is easier said than done, though, particularly in the context of international organizations. According to the ARIO, adopted by the International Law Commission (ILC) in 2011, international organizations can be held responsible for acts and omissions that can be attributed to them and that violate an international legal obligation resting on the organization concerned. Both elements are problematic: chains of attribution can be complicated in the law of international organizations, and it is by no means clear how organizations come to be bound by international law. Absent a clear basis of obligation, and absent a clear and expansive set of international legal obligations, it becomes difficult to hold organizations responsible, whether for actions or omissions. The present article zooms in on the latter and aims to develop a standard to help evaluate the omissions engaged in by international organizations.
The article is not concerned with sketching the consequences of omissions in any great detail or the practicalities involved in suing international organizations over omissions. Instead, its aim is to conceptualize the omission: what can the notion of omission possibly refer to? Surely not all omissions are relevant; a refusal by the United Nations (UN) to organize the next soccer World Cup is probably not best seen as the sort of omission for which it could incur responsibility (for reasons to be discussed below), but, in other situations, one may legitimately wonder. Can failure by the UN to intervene against climate change be seen as a legally relevant omission on its part? Can failure by the International Labour Organization (ILO) to address the plight of migrant workers be construed as a legally relevant omission? Since the UN Charter does not contain an obligation on the UN to address climate change, and the ILO Constitution likewise does not contain an obligation on the ILO to address migrant labour, the answer cannot be found by the simple deontological exercise of pointing to a positive obligation. Instead, it must be construed by different means, and my contention is that the mandate of the organization concerned may help flesh out the notion of omission.
Conceptualizing the omission is not an ivory tower exercise, but it will have practical application.
2 Over the last decades, there have been several prominent discussions concerning possible omissions, and, in public debate, international organizations are easily and quickly castigated for what are thought to be omissions, with none more infamous than the UN's inaction in the midst of the genocide taking place in Rwanda I do not, at present, claim that role responsibility as developed here represents lex lata nor even that it should become law; instead, I claim that it might add clarity to think along the lines suggested in this article.
and, a little later, in Srebrenica. Other (possible) examples of situations in which organizations did not act as could have been expected, or acted insufficiently, include the UN's inactivity to stop violence in Georgia and Ukraine, in Darfur, and in Syria and Libya. During the early 1980s, the Food and Agriculture Organization did very little to provide support to starving East Africans.
3 Some might mention the World Health Organization's (WHO) response to the outbreak of swine flu a number of years ago as an example of an insufficient response; 4 others might point out that the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, while focusing on providing immediate relief, has neglected to concentrate on facilitating and organizing asylum. 5 The financial institutions may make a lot of money for their shareholders but do relatively little that actually helps develop their poorer member states. 6 What remains to be seen is whether, and if so how, these inactions can legally be addressed as omissions giving rise to international responsibility. While sometimes one may intuitively sense that an organization should incur responsibility for an omission, an appeal to intuition alone does not suffice. As Alasdair MacIntyre once sternly put it, appealing to intuition in moral argument is 'always a signal that something has gone badly wrong with an argument' -and the same would apply to legal argument. 7 This article will posit that omissions of international organizations can be captured by a manifestation of what might be termed 'role responsibility': the underlying idea is that some obligation flows directly from the function that has been delegated to the international organization (its mandate), without the need to identify a separate legal obligation contained in some primary obligation or other. Hence, even if it remains unclear which primary obligations rest on international organizations, they can possibly be held responsible for not living up to their assigned roles -that is, their mandates. This article will not discuss in any detail how the mandate of international organizations should be interpreted or understood or how to understand the facts of a particular case and apply the organization's mandate to them; instead, it aims to address a preliminary question and create a framework for thinking about the mandate and responsibility to begin with.
Few have treaded here before. Specific legal literature on the notion of 'omission' in the law of responsibility is very rare, and discussions in the ILC when preparing the various sets of articles on responsibility are neither rich in detail nor in conceptualization, so the argument has to be built from the ground up. In doing so, I do not make a principled distinction between omissions in times of crisis and omissions in ordinary times, but, since much writing about the role of international organizations tends to 3 See G. Hancock, Lords of Poverty (1989) , at 84-88. The Food and Agriculture Organization might even have obstructed support, but, if so, active obstruction might be difficult to construe as omission. 4 It has been suggested that the response was lacking in transparency, rather than being insufficient. focus on crisis situations, so will this article -but without prejudice to the question whether the 'role responsibility' of the organization can be expected to influence its everyday operations. 8 The notion of the responsibility of international organizations presupposes, naturally, that international organizations are considered separate actors in their own right, with their own legal personality and moral agency. 9 Whether this is actually the case on a deep ontological level is for present purposes irrelevant -suffice it to say that the ARIO presuppose both international legal personality and moral agency.
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In other words, adherents of the idea that international organizations are merely vehicles for their member states (or 'machines' to be used by those same member states) might find the entire discussion esoteric. On such a conception, organizations cannot bear responsibility on their own; instead, whatever responsibility will be incurred must come to rest on the member states.
11 Whether there should be further attribution to individual officials or member states that are implicated once the responsibility of the organization is established is, for the moment, neither here nor there. The interest resides in identifying what it means, or can mean, to speak of omissions when discussing international organizations.
In a nutshell, the argument goes as follows. International organizations can be held responsible for omissions attributable to them. These will rarely be based directly on what H.L.A. Hart referred to as 'primary obligations' in international law, mainly because it is plausible to claim that few primary obligations apply to international organizations.
12 Hence, the basis for responsibility for omissions must be found elsewhere, and the most likely place is the mandate of the organization. This entails holding organizations responsible without being able to point to directly applicable obligations, but doing so is not unique -individuals in high positions sometimes incur responsibility by virtue of their position ('command responsibility'), and sometimes organizations benefit from their mandates in the absence of any directly applicable rights.
It should be noted from the outset that my interest lies with the omission that is, somehow, the result of a decision-making process, rather than the omission that 8 Reasons of space prevent a discussion of the question whether the faithful execution of the mandate may nonetheless result in responsibility, e.g., if third parties are affected. The notion of responsibility employed in this article is a generic one and does not depend on the existence of specific tribunals or procedural devices. As an international lawyer, my main interest is to flesh out what the notion of omission means or can mean in the law of international organizations (and, thus, under international law). When can international lawyers -and the public at large -meaningfully claim that international organizations are somehow to blame for their failures to act and when is such blameworthiness legally difficult to sustain?
My answer, in a nutshell, will be that an organization can be held responsible for not living up to its mandate, and that mandate will be defined in terms of the general (or main) function assigned to the organization. This is broad but not overly broad in light of the dominant approach to the law of international organizations. If the organization's function or mandate can play a role in delimiting powers, or delimiting privileges and immunities, as is commonly thought, 15 then it must also be deemed to have some analytical rigour in delimiting the relevant from the irrelevant omission for purposes of assigning responsibility.
The mandate should also be distinguished from the organization's powers. Organizations may, and often do, enjoy discretionary powers -for example, powers that complement the main function but are not central to it. If so, a failure to act need not result in responsibility. By way of example, the WHO cannot be held responsible for the failure to set up a particular committee, despite having the power to establish such a committee as its plenary may deem necessary. Likewise, it will not be held responsible for a failure to adopt regulations on the advertising of pharmaceutical products, despite having the power to do so. 16 The mandate of the organization is not identical to the sum total of the organization's powers nor, indeed, to any particular compulsory power to be exercised -since, in such a case, no resort to the mandate would need to be had. 17 Among the reasons why the mandate should not be confused with the organization's powers is the circumstance that those powers will always need to be exercised by 13 or with the member states. The WHO is not in a position itself to adopt regulations -it needs the member states to do so, through its organs and procedures. Moreover, sometimes the foundational document creates possibilities for member states to prevent the organization from acting; the best-known example is the veto within the UN Security Council. This is, to be sure, something the organization must live with: the legally complicated relationship with member states always shines through, always lurks behind the organization's acts. 18 But, as the discussion of the example of Rwanda will indicate, there is, nonetheless, often a role possible for the organization itself, and it is precisely here that the mandate can form a useful yardstick.
The article is structured as follows. Section 2 will first illustrate the significance of omissions and the importance of conceptualizing them legally, by zooming in on the Rwandan genocide. Subsequently, section 3 will discuss the notion of omissions in the international law of responsibility, suggesting that very little work has been done to conceptualize the omission and virtually no work at all in the context of international organizations. Hence, sections 2 and 3 first spell out what the problem is and suggest that little work has been done so far, after which sections 4 and 5 will do the required conceptualizing work. They will focus, first, on being in a position to act and, second, on the obligation to act and, in doing so, will situate the omission in international organizations law in the broader framework of 'role responsibility', pointing in particular to the mandate of international organizations as the single relevant element in identifying legally relevant omissions. Section 6 concludes.
Insights from Rwanda
The most-discussed omission on the part of an international organization in recent decades is surely the refusal of the UN to intervene in the ongoing genocide in Rwanda. In April 1994, Rwanda became the site of the largest post-World War II massacre when, in the space of a few months, some 800,000 people were slaughtered. The UN had received reports that something dramatic was about to happen, yet, scarred and paralysed as it may have been by earlier failed interventions in Somalia and the Balkans, 19 it did not act in any meaningful way and even withdrew such troops as were present, in what Samantha Power refers to as 'the single most shameful act in the history of the United Nations'. 20 Most notoriously, the UN did not intervene to prevent the massacre or bring an end to it, although it did, ex post facto, establish a criminal tribunal to prosecute some of those suspected of taking part in the genocide. There is a widely held sentiment -and rightly so -that the UN did wrong in refraining from intervention, but two circumstances require further discussion. First, and without in any way wishing to absolve the UN from any blame, there was, and is, no clear legal obligation for the UN to intervene in such matters. Indeed, it is precisely the point of the present article to add clarity to the discussion by providing a (relatively) clear legal basis for evaluating omissions such as those concerning Rwanda. Second, as it transpires from the memoirs of the leading military man on the spot, Canada's Romeo Dallaire, the UN was working in difficult circumstances and met with a lot of obstruction.
22 While I will suggest that the UN incurs legal responsibility under international law for failing to act in Rwanda, I am sympathetic to some of the difficulties experienced by the UN people on the spot, even though some of these difficulties stemmed from the UN itself -in particular, its Security Council, its then secretarygeneral and its Department of Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO). 23 More broadly, some of those difficulties may also stem from the internal design of the UN. It has been suggested, for example, that the DPKO was rather small and 'overwhelmed', plagued by 'widespread crises and logistical headaches'.
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Few states displayed any interest in the matter, with the exception of Belgium and, to a lesser extent, France. 25 Qualified peacekeepers were hard to find, and, in particular, a Bangladeshi contingent turned out to be ill-trained, ill-equipped and under instructions not to take any risks. As Dallaire concludes, 'Bangladesh had only deployed its contingent for selfish aims: the training, the financial compensation and the equipment they intended to take home with them'. 26 Moreover, when the going got tough, the Bangladeshi commander had been instructed by his national authorities to stop taking risks. Dallaire angrily concludes that the commander 'did exactly as he was ordered, ignoring the UNAMIR chain of command and the tragedies caused by his decisions'. 27 Dallaire also had problems with the Belgian contingent. These were 27 Ibid., at 244. among his best soldiers, but some of them were also aggressive or racist, drinking too much and fraternizing with local women and therewith raising suspicions of partiality. Things went so far that, at some point, Dallaire considered asking the UN if the Belgians could be pulled from the mission; most likely, an unprecedented gesture.
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Logistics formed another serious problem, and internal bureaucracy elements also played an unfortunate role. Dallaire recalls that the person in charge of logistics was a UN-appointed civilian rather than the military commander, 29 and, while this makes sense from a checks-and-balances perspective, it implies that things do not always proceed at great speed, especially if the chief logistics officer and the military commander disagree about priorities, as was sometimes the case in Rwanda. The UN Assistance Mission for Rwanda's (UNAMIR) situation was also not helped by another element in the intervening international bureaucracy. The World Bank, fed up by Rwanda's political crisis in early 1994, threatened to cut Rwanda off from further financial help if the so-called Broad-Based Transitional Government was not put in place (it never was, eventually). 30 Adding financial crisis to political impasse is hardly a guaranteed recipe for political stability.
UNAMIR seemed to lack basic support from the UN. The civilian police contingent arrived late and did not seem overly interested in the mission, 31 and UNAMIR never received a legal adviser, human rights officers or a humanitarian coordinator. 32 Given the fact that much of the violence was ethnically motivated and that many humanitarian and human rights-oriented non-governmental organizations were active in Rwanda performing their own mandates, surely some streamlining, communication and legal advice could have been useful. Dallaire was also little impressed with the political leadership of the UN mission on the spot. Not only was political leadership late to arrive, it was disappointing when it arrived. Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali had appointed as his special representative a former Cameroonian diplomat, Jacques-Roger Booh-Booh, who was icily described as being 'a proper gentleman who kept diplomatic working hours '. 33 What is also clear is that UNAMIR lacked the support from important member states of the UN, particularly on the Security Council. Dallaire is convinced that the Russians, Chinese and Americans all wanted the mission to end even before the violence broke out, 34 and he suggests that France had gone so far as to write to the 28 Ibid., at 183-185. 29 Ibid., at 100. 30 Ibid., at 174. 31 Dallaire scathingly observes that upon its arrival, for the most part, 'the UN Civilian Police Division only worked the day shift, Monday to Friday. There was no one manning its headquarters on a Saturday'. Ibid., at 160. 32 Ibid., at 112, 173. 33 Ibid., at 118 34 See ibid., at 219. Barnett, supra note 22, likewise is very critical of the US role, and another observer notes how the US ambassador to the United Nations (UN) at the time, Madeleine Albright, mostly engaged in 'ducking and pressuring others to duck', referring to Rwanda as the 'absolute low point in her career as a stateswoman'. See P. Canadian government to request Dallaire's removal. 35 While there may be explanations for member state fatigue at the time (missions in the Balkans took a lot of energy and attention -and money -and the disastrous intervention in Somalia was still a fresh memory, especially in American minds), not all explanations can also serve as justifications.
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Dallaire also felt he lacked support from the UN's DPKO, which was run at the time by the future Secretary-General Kofi Annan and his chief of staff, Iqbal Riza. Dallaire writes about Annan and Riza with great courtesy, so much so as to almost suspect that he 'doth protest too much'. The two are introduced in tandem, with Dallaire noting that he was 'tremendously impressed'. He says this of Annan: ' Annan was gentle, soft-spoken and decent to the core. I found him to be genuinely, even religiously, dedicated to the founding principles of the UN and tireless in his efforts to save the organization from itself.' Riza, in turn, 'wasn't as personable as his boss', but his 'occasional intellectual arrogance was offset by his sound common sense and political sophistication'.
37 Still, the DPKO was not all that supportive. In September 1993, there was little enthusiasm for yet another mission in yet another troubled country, 38 and this attitude would never change.
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In the end, much of what went wrong in Rwanda was the result of a series of mishaps, combined with vanity and incompetence, bureaucratic in-fighting, logistical issues and a lack of political and administrative support from the highest echelons. The latter, in particular, is confirmed by Michael Barnett, who was at the time deployed at the US mission to the UN and thus able to observe first-hand what was going on. Barnett is sympathetic (if not entirely without criticism) to the plight of Riza and Annan, 40 but he has little good to say about Boutros-Ghali's role.
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If there is a widely held view that the UN did wrong in refraining from intervention, it is difficult, as a matter of positive international law, to pinpoint what exactly it was 35 Dallaire, supra note 20, at 209. 36 that the UN did wrong. The UN Charter does not specify that there is a duty on the UN or any of its organs to intervene in particular situations. 42 To be sure, it does allow the UN to authorize or order intervention in case the Security Council determines the existence of a threat to the peace, breach of the peace or act of aggression, but it neither creates a duty to make such determinations nor a duty to act in case such a determination is made. 43 In other words, the UN (or its Security Council) could have intervened in Rwanda had it wanted to, but it was not under any strict legal obligation to do so. As a result, it becomes difficult to argue, as a matter of law, that the UN committed an 'internationally wrongful act' in the generally accepted sense of that term when it failed to intervene. 44 If the UN Charter contains no specific duties to act in cases such as Rwanda, perhaps the operative law should be looked for elsewhere. After all, in 1980, the International Court of Justice (ICJ) opined that international organizations, being subjects of international law, are bound by the treaties to which they are parties, by their internal rules and by the 'general rules of international law'. 45 The latter phrase, in particular, has given rise to considerable controversy, but at least it acknowledges that international organizations can be subject to international legal obligations. Still, identifying the internationally wrongful act in the case of Rwanda is problematic. There are few treaties to which the UN is a party. It is, to make a trite point, not a party to any human rights convention 46 and, thus, under no treaty-based legal obligation to act in defence of human rights.
One could try to argue around this by suggesting that, without being a party strictly speaking, obligations, nonetheless, can be grounded in human rights treaties, and such argument can take two forms. First, it could be suggested that the UN is under some kind of special obligation with respect to treaties concluded under its auspices. Thus, under this line of reasoning, the UN would be bound by the Genocide Convention because this Convention was concluded under its auspices. 47 A second argument to circumvent the treaty consent problem might hold that with being a beneficiary of a 42 treaty may come obligations. 48 The argument is normatively attractive, in that it taps into the idea of reciprocity, which is often considered an element of fairness. 49 But, in both cases, operationalization is problematic; there is no general rule in international law that specifies that facilitating the conclusion of a treaty, or being a beneficiary of a treaty, helps to create duties. Indeed, the law of treaties positively militates against this by distinguishing between the creation of a right (including any benefit) for third parties and the creation of an obligation for third parties. 50 Moreover, for the second argument to work, both the benefit or right and the obligation ought to be part of the same convention. There might be, ex hypothesi, some traction in saying that the UN is bound by a specific treaty if it benefits from that same treaty, but it would be clumsy to suggest that the UN is bound by a human rights treaty because it benefits from a treaty on privileges and immunities.
Arguments based on the internal rules of the UN fare no better, if only because there are no relevant internal rules (at least none that are publicly available). The closest perhaps is the Secretary-General's Bulletin to respect the principles of international humanitarian law, 51 but this policy refers to the observance by UN troops of humanitarian rules and by no means creates a duty to intervene. Moreover, it was promulgated by Secretary-General Kofi Annan as late as 1999, 52 which renders it inapplicable to the Rwanda genocide at any rate. 53 Since few treaties are applicable to the UN, and internal rules offer little solace, much of the normative weight is carried by the possibility of the UN being bound under customary international law. While this is by no means an obvious conclusion to draw from the ICJ's statement that international organizations are bound by the 'general rules of international law', 54 it is nonetheless a popular argument, made in various forms and with minor differences by many international lawyers. 55 Even accepting 48 There is a trace of such an argument in the classic Reparation opinion, in which the ICJ opined that the UN's international legal personality derived in part from its treaty-making activities, including the this as the basis of obligation, though, is not unproblematic since the idea of a customary obligation fails to specify why precisely the UN would be singled out. Yet it does provide a possible starting point for conceptualizing the omission. Under this idea, it is beyond debate that a convention such as the Genocide Convention has become part of customary international law, probably even jus cogens, and thus creates on all members of the international community a duty to 'prevent and punish', in the words of Article I of the Convention. 56 If so, and if the UN is to be considered bound by customary international law and jus cogens, it follows that the UN can indeed be held responsible for failing to prevent the Rwandan genocide, 57 even if afterwards it created a tribunal to help punish the individuals implicated in the genocide and, thus, can claim to have performed its obligations at least in part. 58 But, if the obligation rests on the UN, it also rests on, for example, Belize; yet few suggest that Belize did anything wrong when it too failed to intervene. 59 It also rests on Belgium, Belarus and Bulgaria as well as all other states. 60 Indeed, by the same logic, one could at first sight castigate all international organizations for not intervening. In addition to holding the UN responsible, why not also the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the European Forest Institute (EFI) or the Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission (IATTC)? Asking the question this way provides a glimmer of a possible answer: surely, when it comes to matters of peace and security, different things are expected from the UN than from the IMF, the EFI or the IATTC. There is little in the mandate of these organizations to suggest they would have a role to play in preventing genocide. While the customary logic suggests they may be under an obligation to help prevent genocide from occurring, their own mandates give them little scope for acting in any relevant manner -any armed intervention ordered or authorized by the EFI could be regarded as an ultra vires act on the part of 56 Gourevitch recalls meeting a US military intelligence officer with a rather less elevated attitude to the Genocide Convention, supra note 47, which merely 'makes a nice wrapping for a cheese sandwich'. See Gourevitch, supra note 34, at 171. 57 that institution. Hence, there is something in the mandate of the UN that directs us to blame the UN when genocide occurs in Rwanda but not to blame the EFI or any other international organization, and the relevant distinction, it would seem, resides precisely in this mandate. This will be further explored below, but, before doing so, it will prove useful to have a closer look at the concept of omission.
The Omission in the Law of Responsibility
Attempts to codify the international law of responsibility realized early on that states (and other actors, no doubt) should incur responsibility not only for certain acts but also for their omissions. 61 The venerable Institut de Droit International resolved, as early as 1927, that states would be responsible for damage caused to aliens 'par toute action ou omission contraire à ses obligations internationales'.
62 Unfortunately, the notion of what constitutes an omission was not further defined or elaborated. It seems as if the omission was expected to be the mirror image of 'act'; an act means doing something, while an omission, therefore, means doing nothing. It means doing nothing in such a way as to violate an explicit primary international obligation, and this, as we shall see, has been the dominant trend in the scarce literature. Yet, with organizations, this cannot hold in a meaningful way; as discussed above, few primary obligations rest on international organizations.
A few years later, the League of Nations Codification Conference of 1930 allowed for a little more detail. It did not say much about omissions in general 63 but noticed repeatedly that states could be held responsible for failing to enact the legislation necessary to implement an international obligation. Failure to implement might thus constitute a legally relevant omission. 64 Moreover, it also accepted the position that a state could be held responsible for failing to grant foreigners access to their courts as well as for failing to exercise due diligence in the protection of foreigners. 65 Nonetheless, these examples and concerns also suggest that omissions were generally still treated as the mirror image of acts.
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After the ILC had started to work on the codification of state responsibility, its first special rapporteur on the topic, Francisco Garcia-Amador, suggested that omissions were mostly failures to act in violation of an obligation to offer protection to aliens 61 It is somewhat curious to note that major textbooks on administrative law from both the common and the civil law tradition pay no attention to administrative omissions, even in fairly recent editions. and their property. 67 The second special rapporteur, Roberto Ago, delved a little deeper into the matter, but he too limited himself, by and large, to discussing the omission as an instance of non-implementation. His main focus rested on the distinction between obligations of conduct and obligations of result, both of which could be negated by the state's omission to enact the proper domestic legislation. Whether the omission could take on other forms, however, was left without discussion, 68 though a year later he paid some attention to a failure to prevent events as a possible ground for responsibility. He concluded that this would only incur responsibility if the event in question actually took place. 69 His distinction between obligations of conduct and obligations of result turns out to be of some relevance, as will briefly be discussed below, 70 although it has not survived the drafting processes within the ILC.
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The next three special rapporteurs on the responsibility of states added little to the discussion on omissions. Still, the commentary to the Articles on State Responsibility, as adopted in 2001, reminds the reader that in several judgments of the ICJ, 72 states have been held responsible for not acting in violation of an obligation to act in specific circumstances, and the commentary even posits that cases where state responsibility is invoked for omissions are 'at least as numerous' as those based on positive acts.
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This echoed an earlier claim made by Special Rapporteur Ago, who pointed out that given the relatively large number of claims concerning injury to aliens, one might say that cases decided on the basis of omissions are 'perhaps more numerous' than those involving positive acts of states, given that injury caused by private persons usually can be re-conceptualized as state responsibility for omissions. The state has taken insufficient measures to either prevent or punish the private wrongdoing. 74 Again, the omission is derived from an explicit primary obligation to act.
If the omission is not fleshed out in great detail in the law of state responsibility, it has received even less conceptualization in the law of international organizations. In 2011, the ILC adopted ARIO, prepared by Special Rapporteur (now Judge) Giorgio 67 See García Amador, 'Second Report on International Responsibility', 2 ILC Yearbook (1957) 104, at 106. 68 See, in particular Ago, 'Sixth Report on State Responsibility', 2 ILC Yearbook (1977) 3. He also presented a rather convoluted draft article on the exhaustion of local remedies, which managed with considerable lack of clarity to both posit that the exhaustion of local remedies constituted an admissibility condition, while denial of access to local remedies could classify (so we may conclude) as an omission. 69 See Ago, 'Seventh Report on State Responsibility', 2 ILC Yearbook (1978) 31. 70 See section 5 of this article. 71 The ASR, supra note 1, as adopted in 2001, do not mention the distinction, largely because the consequences of a breach were thought to be the same, in the absence of a procedural framework within which the distinction could do some work. See the discussion in J. Crawford 75 what has gone virtually undiscussed has to do with the very basis of responsibility -responsibility can be incurred not only for actions but also for omissions, as Article 4 of ARIO confirms. 76 The commentary to Article 4 of ARIO does not elucidate what is meant by omission, merely providing a restatement when defining 'conduct', which 'is intended to cover both acts and omissions on the part of the international organization'. 77 Beyond this, the commentary devotes some attention to the basis of the obligation and the notion of breach and specifies that damage is not a relevant concern, but it says nothing further about actions or omissions -much like in the earlier codification efforts of the inter-war years, the omission is still simply treated as the mirror image of the act, intuitively cognizable perhaps and not worthy of special attention.
If the ILC commentary does not offer much insight, Special Rapporteur Gaja's reports on the responsibility of international organizations likewise do little to elucidate the idea behind holding organizations responsible for their omissions. The one time the concept of the omission was briefly discussed was occasioned by a comment by the IMF. The IMF's representative made two relevant comments. First, it was noted that an omission could well result from the regular decision-making process and, thus, from the lawful exercise of the powers of member states. 78 Second, such an omission followed an earlier question, rhetorical if nothing else, about the justiciability of a failure to perform according to the mandate of the organization: 'how would an international organization be held responsible for a finding by a national court or international tribunal that it had failed to fulfil the mandate for which it was established?' 79 The IMF's questions were never taken up, it seems, although one of Gaja's later reports contains a throwaway remark related to the matter. Referring to the opinion of the IMF, Gaja holds that one cannot say 'that an organization is free from international responsibility if it acts in compliance with its constituent instrument'. 80 The special rapporteur refrained from explaining why this would be the case. Perhaps (but this remains speculative) Gaja's reluctance to enter into a debate with the IMF found its cause in the circumstance that the IMF rather overtly flagged a clear political agenda. 81 It was worried that general international law, in the form of responsibility, would come to prevail over its internal law and the wishes of its member states.
The relevant international legal literature too is sparse, to say the least. Ago remarked much the same on the eve of World War II, 82 and little has been added since then. 83 Learned commentaries on the law of responsibility generally pay little attention to the notion of omission; if discussed at all, it is usually in connection with states (rather than international organizations) and in connection with attribution. States cannot be held responsible for the acts of private persons, including armed groups, but can be held responsible for failure to protect or failing to act with due diligence. 84 Writing in 1939, Ago insightfully remarked that the omission should not be seen as referring to something material but, rather, as referring to a juridical characteristic. While the positive act violates a rule not to engage in a specific act, the omission violates a rule ordering engagement in a specific act. 85 And, as with positive action, the omission too rests on intention: an omission resulting from force majeure, for example, would be excusable. 86 However, things would be different when discussing, for instance, causality; typically, an omission cannot be said to cause an event in quite the same way as positive action can. Surely, the refusal of security forces to prevent an assassination attempt on a politician may contribute to the event, but it cannot meaningfully be said to cause it. Instead, the more relevant question to ask is whether by not acting the event was able to materialize. 87 For this reason alone, the idea of the omission as mirroring the act must be dismissed.
Ago spotted yet a second difference, this time in the realm of consequences. When a state violates an obligation by its action, it gives rise to new obligations: to cease and desist and to offer reparation. With omissions, however, this is not the case; one cannot 'cease and desist' an omission in quite the same way, and as long as the event continues, so does the putative duty to act. 88 Hence, Ago the academic, realized that the omission was not merely the mirror image of the act. Ago, the special rapporteur, however, must have felt -unfortunately perhaps -that for the pragmatic purpose of drafting a set of rules on state responsibility, things should not be needlessly complicated by considerations stemming from the philosophy of action.
What becomes clear from the work of the ILC, other codification fora and the sparse academic literature is that, to the extent that omissions are conceptualized to begin 82 86 Ibid., at 502. 87 Ibid., at 503. 88 Ibid., at 504-505. with, they are conceptualized as violations of specific duties or obligations to act. 89 Their identification is symmetrical, along with those of positive acts as wrongful actsin both cases, a duty is violated, either by acting or through omission. This is generally no doubt a sensible approach, and, when it comes to acts of states, there are, arguably, few alternatives. Even this is not airtight though and, consequently, not always applied in practice. While Iran was held responsible in Tehran Hostages for having violated some readily identifiable international legal obligations, Albania's responsibility in Corfu Channel has become famous for not having been based on clear legal rules alone. 90 Albania was held to be responsible, in part, on the basis of 'elementary considerations of humanity'. Indeed, the limited number of authors who have looked into the matter of state responsibility for omissions typically invoke some non-consensual basis for responsibility for some omissions -for instance, as the corollary of territorial control 91 -or as the elaboration of a duty to be a bona res publica. 92 In other words, not even with states can the omission compellingly be conceptualized as the violation of a consent-based primary obligation.
With respect to international organizations, the non-consensual obligation by necessity must play a bigger part. Not only can international organizations hardly be called 'sovereign', but, more importantly, international organizations have very few consent-based obligations under international law. As noted earlier, they are parties to very few treaties, and the reach of customary international law is debated. It follows, then, that the concept of an omission by an international organization could well be an empty category: international organizations have few obligations to begin with and even fewer to act in any positive manner. Indeed, the traditional examples taken from the law of state responsibility have little or no bearing. A duty to protect heads of state visiting an international organization, for example, will typically rest on the host state of the organization, rather than on the organization itself, and much the same applies to a duty to protect permanent representatives of states or organizations or the headquarters of organizations. 93 Moreover, it is doubtful whether there exists any duty to implement treaty commitments into the internal legal order of the organization. 89 Yet, as will be demonstrated below, the concept of organizational omissions might be given new impetus by concentrating on the responsibility stemming from the role assigned to that organization and including the mandate of the organization in the analysis. With states, this is difficult to imagine, as states typically do not have a mandate, at least not in the same form as international organizations -the function of Canada, one might say, is mostly to be Canada. By contrast, international organizations boast a wide variety of functions and tasks between them, so much so that a focus on these tasks is analytically defensible.
Conceptualizing Omissions: The Possibility to Act
Having established, in sections 2 and 3 of this article, that omissions can have terrible consequences but that the law on international responsibility, whether relating to states or to international organizations, has not paid the omission much attention, 94 the question remains how the omission can be conceptualized in legally workable terms. When (if at all) is it possible to suggest that an organization can be held responsible for failing to act? The answer, I will suggest, owes much to the role the organization was given.
Philosophically speaking, omission is a deceptively complicated term. In a sense, any action not taken at any given moment can be regarded as omission. As a result, there are probably thousands of omissions committed by every single one of us every minute of the day, yet we are often not even aware of their existence or the possibility of doing something about them. As Joseph Raz caustically notes, he should not incur responsibility for omitting to call 'the person whose name is first in the Munich telephone directory'. 95 After all, he is probably not in a position to do so and probably not under an obligation to do so either. Hence, it would be absurd to suggest that blame and responsibility could be incurred for each and every single omission. Surely, it seems clear that at least two conditions must be met: somehow there must exist an obligation that remains unperformed and somehow the actor must be in a position to perform that obligation. Otherwise, any finding of responsibility is unrealistic and unfair. 96 Simply put, people can be blamed for not rescuing a drowning child if it can be established that people are under an obligation to rescue drowning children (this is the easy part as most ethicists would agree to the existence of such an obligation) and if they are in a position to do so. 97 If the child is drowning in a different city, for example, then surely those individuals who are not close by cannot be held responsible.
98 94 Note that with respect to individual responsibility in international law, the omission assumes relevance in the doctrine of 'command responsibility'. This will briefly be discussed below. 95 There is possibly a third requirement -that of having knowledge of the situation. In other words, one cannot be expected to act if one is not aware of there being a situation demanding action. 99 Partly, however, this can probably be subsumed under 'being in a position to act'; partly, with respect to international organizations, it may translate into a preliminary obligation, stemming from the mandate of remaining informed. Surely, the WHO would be to blame if it remained unaware of any largescale outbreak of Ebola. Still, in the normal course of events, such is to be expected, even without legal obligation. Information may be filtered and framed; outbreaks may be downplayed and massacres may be presented as falling short of genocide, but total ignorance by an international organization of major things going on in their general sphere of competence will be rare indeed.
The requirement of being in a position to act is mostly a matter of fact: one either is or is not in such a position, and, while there may be uncertainty at the fringes, the basic principle is clear enough. Or, rather, the most that the law can say is that those in a position to act should act, and it is then a matter of analysis whether those who are said to have been in a position to act were, indeed, in such a position. It remains to be seen though how far this can go -the hypothetical example of the drowning child is not very well equipped to discuss the duties of international organizations. After all, it is not to be hypothesized that the Universal Postal Union or the IMF is often in a position to jump into a river to save a drowning child -neither qua organization nor qua agents of the organization. Hence, different concerns arise with international organizations. Are they in a position to act without a local presence? Can they be expected to act if they do have a local office but not the necessary equipment (think, for example, of the WHO and vaccinations), and logistics are complicated by the reluctance of a vital third party (a state, a private sector company) to cooperate? And can they be expected to act if the annual budget has been reached and leaves no place for urgency action?
Analogies derived from the law on command responsibility in armed conflict can only have limited value, but they at least suggest that international law is not structurally incapable of conceptualizing omissions. The doctrine of command responsibility (or superior responsibility) in essence suggests that superior officials can be held responsible for failing to act in circumstances where their roles would suggest they should act. Indeed, command responsibility is by definition linked to failure to act, and one recent observer refers to the doctrine of command responsibility in international action, which only takes on an air of inaction if it takes the place of some other activity. See W. Lucy, Philosophy of Private Law (2007), at 148. More generally, omissions can often be re-described as actions and vice versa. Ibid., at 149. 99 Judge Röling, discussing the omission in international criminal law in his dissenting opinion at the Tokyo Tribunal, forcefully summarized the relevant requirements as 'knowledge, power, and duty'. Generally, it would seem that knowledge plays a far greater role in matters of individual responsibility than of organizational responsibility. criminal law as a 'sui generis form of liability for omission'. 100 The core of the doctrine is precisely that individuals can be held responsible not for their actions but, rather, for their failure to act in situations where acting has been due. For this reason, issuing wrongful orders, however bad in itself, is not properly to be regarded as falling in the scope of command responsibility; instead, it serves as a separate offence and is usually recognized as such. 101 The modern foundations of the doctrine are often traced back to the Yamashita trial, and the logic behind it seems to be this. 102 In times of armed conflict, it is often the case that atrocities are being committed by low-ranking soldiers but that a greater share of the moral responsibility rests with political and military leadership, who either give orders to commit atrocities or look away when individuals under their command commit them. 103 While the former gives rise to legal responsibility at any rate, the latter is the more subtle kind. International law would leave an undesirable gap if the failure to prevent or punish could not be prosecuted; hence, the ascription of command responsibility. As Jenny Martinez posits, 'a military commander's duty to control his troops is the necessary corollary of his power'. 104 Article 28 of the Rome Statute confirms that the doctrine concerns crimes of omission, linking it to 'failure to exercise control properly' in cases where a commander knew or should have known what her troops were up to and failed to take the necessary measures to prevent or punish. 105 Still, as noted, the analogy has but limited application: international organizations do not normally encounter the type of situations encountered by military leaders.
Conceptualizing Omissions: The Obligation to Act
The obligation to act is usually thought to stem from a concrete and positive rule or principle, which is what George Fletcher refers to as the proper 'failure to act', exemplified by such omissions as failing to file a tax return or failing to protect diplomatic premises, and distinguishing it from such acts as not intervening when a child is drowning. 106 James Crawford seems to have much the same in mind when suggesting that the: omission is more than simple 'not-doing' or inaction: it is legally significant only when there is a legal duty to act which is not fulfilled, and its significance can only be assessed by reference to the content of that duty. So an omission is the failure to do that which should be done; the absence of any primary obligation 'to do' will mean that no omission may be complained of. 107 Note that Crawford's words still leave intact the suggestion, discussed above, that the omission is little more than the mirror image of the act. He is surely right in saying that the legally relevant omission demands a legal duty to act, but, equally surely, positing that the legally relevant omission depends on a legal obligation to act cannot be the complete story. 108 Elazar Weinryb suggests that omissions should be distinguished from two closely related notions. 109 On the one hand, there is failure. While an omission may be akin to a failure to act (and, in this sense, there is correspondence between the terms), there is nonetheless a distinction between not acting and acting badly or mistakenly. The doctor prescribing the wrong treatment may fail, but his failure is not an omission. Likewise, an unsuccessful intervention by an organization in a massacre is not an omission, unless one would want to argue that all failures are akin to omissions, but such an argument is probably untenable. 110 Weinryb's second distinction is between omission and inactivity: omissions encompass inactivity, but it cannot be said that all inactivity amounts to omissions. Following Weinryb (and, indeed, Fletcher and Crawford), it seems that something more is needed.
Perhaps the nature of this 'something more' is best caught by Jonathan Bennett's distinction between 'positive instrumentality' and 'negative instrumentality'. The former corresponds to the act in the law of international responsibility, whereas the latter -negative instrumentality -corresponds to the omission. Negative instrumentality suggests that not all omissions qualify but, rather, only those that are instrumental to a certain consequence. Hence, this posits a relationship between an omission and a result, yet does so without insisting on the result being intentional since intentionality, in this respect as in others, is hugely problematic. 111 This also helps to distinguish the omission from the related doctrine of 'double effect' by circumventing it; according to the doctrine of double effect, actions can have intended, as well as unintended, consequences (think of collateral damage). 112 It might be possible for an international organization to fail to exercise due diligence when acting, but it is unlikely that a legally relevant failure to act can be derived from the principle of due diligence alone. Due diligence presupposes an obligation to be latched onto and, like good faith, cannot create obligations where otherwise none would exist. 113 And this means, as a practical matter, that the conceptualization of the omission in international institutional law still requires either an applicable specific obligation resting on the international organization or that the 'negative instrumentality' may possibly be derived from elsewhere: the main candidate for this 'elsewhere' then has to be the organization's mandate.
As noted, with respect to international organizations, there may be very few applicable legal obligations to act (failure of which can then be construed as omission) as organizations are parties to few treaties and, as shown before, as the binding force of customary international law may have little bearing on international organizations. What matters with respect to international organizations, then, absent direct obligations to act, is whether a duty to act can and must be derived by other meanswhether a 'negative instrumentality' can be derived from elsewhere. Tony Honoré suggests that, in general and in the abstract, obligations to act can stem from a number of different sources (in addition to specific rules). They can stem from engaging in risky activities; from being well placed to meet a need; from receiving a benefit; from making a promise and from occupying a specific office or social role -the latter is sometimes referred to as 'role responsibility'. 114 As the example of Rwanda above suggests, there may be something in the role or in the mandate of the organization that would make it reasonable to hold an organization to account for failing to perform where it should have performed.
The general problem with linking omissions to responsibility is, so it seems, that often enough it will be extremely difficult to bring the two together. Most often, an omission cannot be said to have much causal effect. It cannot be said with great conviction that the UN's failure to act in Rwanda caused the genocide; at best (or worst), it can be claimed that the UN's failure to act contributed to it. 115 That is bad enough but not quite the same as causing it. Thus, if causality is out of reach, something else is required to connect the omission to its consequences. One option -the one central to this article -is what might be termed 'dereliction of duty', even if and when that duty is not explicitly spelled out. As Weinryb points out, it is precisely here -with role responsibility -that the absence of a causal link between omission and consequences can be overcome: 'the sphere of responsibility attached to the role' is what connects the omission to the nefarious consequence.
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In its simplest form, the notion of 'role responsibility' refers to the idea that in everyday morality (and law as well), different roles come with different sets of responsibilities, perhaps even to the extent that specific obligations rest on individuals specifically on the basis of the role or roles they occupy. If this is the case with individuals, then perhaps the same can also be said with respect to other actors, corporate or organizational. It is not uncommon to think that individuals may carry different responsibilities when acting in different capacities. 117 Thus, it seems generally accepted that a captain has responsibilities involving the ship under her command that do not apply to others -passengers may quickly leave the sinking ship, but the captain is not supposed to do so. In other words, it is from the captain's role or mandate that responsibility may arise. 118 And should the captain fail to act in accordance with her role, she may be held responsible, at least morally and possibly legally as well. 119 Some roles are, for the better part, merely -or largely -social roles. Thus, while there might be rules on the behaviour to be expected from a law professor (to teach, to conduct research, to supervise students at all levels, to participate in committee meetings), few of these will be found in legal instruments. Other roles are likewise socially constructed. Thus, society decides, in opaque manner, what the responsibilities of parents are and, within this category, tends to differentiate still further between the responsibilities of fathers and those of mothers. With the label 'mother' comes certain expectations; not meeting these expectations will result in the qualification, socially, as a 'bad mother', while surpassing the expectations will result in the classification 'great mother'. 120 With other professions, the attached responsibilities may not (only) stem from social convention but, rather, from legal description. Police officers are licensed to arrest suspects and may, in the process, use force in ways that do not apply to the rest of us. Judges are expected to dole out punishment in appropriate circumstances. Soldiers may even be expected to kill people, at least in certain circumstances. Central bankers may announce monetary measures; in some jurisdictions, doctors may assist in voluntary suicides, and members of the clergy may perform wedding ceremonies. Indeed, some acts, such as pardoning, can only be performed by persons in their specific roles. While ordinary people may end up forgiving a criminal, it usually takes a head of state to pardon a criminal. The act of pardoning is inextricably tied to the office. 121 Sometimes acts also assume a specific gravitas against the background of a particular role. To proclaim a suspect guilty of a crime is different when it is done by someone in a private capacity at a barbecue from when it is done by that same person as the foreman of a jury during criminal proceedings. 122 In a private capacity, one may perhaps neglect the opinions of other jurors; but one may not do so when acting as a foreman.
In short, it seems that there is some traction to the idea that different roles can come with different responsibilities. Even if a person's beliefs will have to remain constant through a variety of roles, nonetheless one's roles place different demands at different moments on one's actions. While these may or may not excuse wrongful behaviour, 123 at the very least it seems to be clear that roles can imply the converse: they may be creative of responsibilities. If this holds true with respect to individuals, it holds true a fortiori with respect to organizational and corporate actors.
124 This is so not because such actors can be reduced to aggregates of individuals -they cannot. Instead, such actors tend to be defined in part precisely by their roles, by the functions assigned to them. Meir Dan-Cohen puts the matter with considerable clarity: '[A]t any given point in time and within a particular normative scheme, organizational behavior is amenable to analysis and interpretation in terms of the organization's instrumental nature, that is, in terms of its pursuit of some predetermined individual or social goals.' 125 Indeed, doing so is a necessity: the acts and omissions of organizational actors can only be understood against the background of the tasks assigned to them. The proverbial visitor from Mars may not get a proper understanding of the UN by solely looking at the UN Charter, but would surely miss something of relevance about the UN if he or she (it?) were not to look at the UN Charter at all.
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Two advisory opinions of the ICJ provide authority for the proposition that international law is no stranger to recognizing that international organizations can sometimes act in ways that can only be derived from their mandates, broadly speaking. Tribunal; the latter also, awkwardly, using the abbreviation UNAT.
UNAT's existence went, at first, uncontested, but this changed once UNAT started to award compensation. At this point, several member states of the UN, concerned about the possible financial ramifications, wondered whether the UN General Assembly had not overstepped its powers when it created UNAT, and the matter was referred to the ICJ for an advisory opinion. The ICJ held that, in creating UNAT, the General Assembly had not overstepped its proper powers; the UN had the power to set up an administrative tribunal. The interest for present purposes resides in the Court's reasoning, as it derived the required legal power from, broadly, the UN's mandate. Having an administrative tribunal was considered necessary despite the absence of an express provision because, so the Court opined, it would:
hardly be consistent with the expressed aim of the Charter to promote freedom and justice for individuals and with the constant preoccupation of the United Nations Organization to promote this aim that it should afford no judicial or arbitral remedy to its own staff for the settlement of any disputes which may arise between it and them. 130 The interesting aspect therewith resides in the Court's reliance on the mandate of the UN rather than on any particular textual gloss. Since the UN's mandate included individual justice, it followed that establishing a staff tribunal to guarantee individual justice was something that could not be argued with. The validity of UNAT's creation was derived not from any specific UN Charter provision nor even, as is usually the case with implied powers, 131 from the need to have the organization function effectively but, rather, from the mandate itself. It was not considerations of effectiveness that were considered decisive; instead, it was the organization's mandate that was considered decisive.
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If the ICJ in Effect of Awards referred to the mandate of an organization in order to justify an activity not specifically provided for in that organization's constituent document, it did the reverse in World Health Assembly, holding that it could not be derived from the mandate of the WHO that this organization could entertain questions relating to the legality of nuclear weapons. 133 Eventually, the main point to note resides in the Court's methodology. It resorted, as in Effect of Awards, not to the functioning of the organization in abstraction in order to find an implied power but, rather, to a close analysis of the WHO's mandate and found it wanting.
The conclusion then presents itself that if the mandate of an organization can be utilized in order to buttress a finding of implied powers (as in Effect of Awards) or in 130 Effect of Awards, supra note 127, at 57 (emphasis added). 131 order to deny such a finding (as in World Health Assembly), then it is at least conceivable that the mandate may be used to establish responsibility as well. In particular, the mandate can be seen as a guide to the sort of activities that may be expected from the organization, even in the absence of highly specific provisions. If behaviour can be justified on the basis of the mandate, should it not follow that it can also be expected on the same basis? Admittedly, justification and expectation are not the same thing (although they may coincide), and it is perfectly possible to suggest that some acts, although justifiable, could never have been expected. But the reverse does not seem to hold: if acts can be expected on the basis of a mandate, then surely they can also be justified on that basis, unless the mandate itself would be unjustifiable. 134 Note that the expectation, in such a case, must be based on the mandate, not on presumptions regarding human behaviour generally or on other extraneous factors.
It is this type of reasoning that would make it possible to suggest that the UN failed to act in Rwanda in 1994 and that, therefore, it incurs responsibility, not only morally but also legally. As noted above, it is not self-evident that the UN's inaction in Rwanda should give rise to legal responsibility because of an applicable primary obligation. The only primary obligation that comes to mind is the obligation to prevent and punish genocide, and, if this rests on the UN, it equally rests on numerous other actors, who are rarely singled out for blame over Rwanda.
The better view then must be that instead of basing the UN's responsibility for inaction on the obligation to prevent and punish genocide, it should be based on the UN's mandate. The UN's main task, many would agree, is to help maintain and secure international peace, and the UN Charter suggests that human rights considerations form an integral part thereof, as Article 1 of the UN Charter makes clear. 135 This has (at least) two relevant ramifications. First, since the mandate is, by definition, not directing any specific activities but, rather, of a general nature, it cannot give rise to any obligations of result. At best, the mandate can inform us how the organization should behave; it cannot tell us that the organization shall be successful. This chimes with other considerations. International organizations typically lack their own resources and their own implementation organs (police, military, medical corps, and so on) and are usually dependent on their member states.
Even if the UN's Department of Peacekeeping Operations in Rwanda and the organization's secretary-general had been proactive (which, to be sure, they were not), and if all internal procedures had been geared towards accomplishing the task at hand rather than, say, budgetary sobriety (which, to be sure, they were not), even then it is not very likely that the UN would have acted very differently, given the opposition of 134 But this requires extreme and (hopefully) implausible scenarios about organizations established in order to commit genocide, torture or some suchlike activity. 135 The argument is sometimes made that the constituent instruments of other international organizations can also incorporate human rights, but, surely, doing so is far more plausible with respect to the UN than with respect to, say, the Universal Postal Union or the World Intellectual Property Organization. A brief rendition of the argument is provided by Kwakwa, ' An International Organisation's Point of View', in Wouters et al., supra note 55, 591.
influential member states and the reluctance of other member states to do anything. In a sense, the organization can only be as good as circumstances and its member states allow it to be. Hence, it might be unfair to castigate the UN for failing to prevent the Rwandan genocide altogether, but at least it could have made a stronger effort, and the argument can be made that while the organs and officials of the UN need not be blind to political realities (that is, the reluctance of influential member states), they must be mindful that they represent the mandate.
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Second, it would also seem to follow that the mandate is not a very good guide to predicting how an organization will act. Instead, its use is mostly in evaluations ex post facto. Precisely because the mandate speaks in general terms and precisely because the organization depends on others for implementation and resources, there is no way of knowing in advance what will happen, might happen or is likely to happen. Organizations operate in the messy world of real life politics and struggles and are subject to all kinds of constraints, from a lack of resources to a lack of information, and they need to cater to the demands of diverging constituencies, including their member states and other stakeholders. Surely, the citizens of Rwanda (in addition to the state) are also among the constituencies of the UN and should not have been left out to dry. The UN may represent its member states, as the theory of functionalism teaches, but it also represents the mandate, the mission and the idea behind the organization. 
Concluding Remarks
This article has attempted to come to terms with the fact that, often when there are public outcries about international organizations, these emanate not from specific acts those organizations engage in (although this happens too, of course) but, rather, from their omissions. The infamous inactivity of the UN during the Rwandan genocide is merely the most well-known example of such an omission. Under traditional international legal methodology, most omissions by international organizations are hardly even cognizable as such. This traditional methodology envisages omissions as breach of obligations resting on international organizations, relatively oblivious to the awkward circumstance that organizations are parties to few treaties and cannot, without further argument, be considered subject to general customary international law.
In such circumstances, where no primary obligations under international law exist, this article argues that recourse can be had to the mandate of the organization in question, as the mandate suggests what kinds of action may be expected from any particular organization. In other words, the inaction, or omission, can be tested against the mandate of the organization in much the same way as the behaviour of a captain at sea is informed by the confines and demands of the role of 'captain'. The role of the UN is, in part, to help prevent massacres, as in Rwanda, from occurring; hence, the UN can be held responsible, in legal as in moral debate, for failing to do so. 138 That is not to suggest that the courts will have to start to work overtime, as there are a number of practical issues associated with legal responsibility for omissionsthe generic notion of responsibility employed in this article will need some adaptation before it can be turned into a workable administrative law device. One practical obstacle is that international organizations often are immune from suit, whether for their acts or for their omissions. 139 Other practical obstacles would include the circumstance that even if the omission can be conceptualized, nonetheless organizations typically enjoy considerable discretion. It may be the case that domestic administrative agencies typically operate within strict legal frameworks, making the relevant omission relatively cognizable, 140 but in the international organizations setting, such is not the case. In terminology developed elsewhere, discretion by international organizations is often either 'unbridled' or 'numinous'; neither can easily or fairly be reviewed.
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Given the necessity, in order to start proceedings of an administrative nature, of there being a positive decision to be squashed, yet another obstacle presents itself. Typically, omissions do not result in or from formal decisions not to act; usually, they do not relate to decisions at all. The result may well be a 'presumption of unreviewability'. 142 And then there might be issues of standing to figure out first. Even merely suggesting that all victims of omissions should have standing to sue does not quite cover it, for this demands that, first, the notion of a victim must be delimited. It is one thing to suggest that those killed in Rwanda were victims of UN inaction and to have this definition also cover their immediate relatives. But this leaves unaddressed whether the notion can also cover inaction in times other than crisis. Can it be claimed, for example, that those who suffer from lung cancer, contracted before the WHO decided to tackle tobacco, are somehow victims of the WHO's earlier inaction? 143 Or that migrant workers, shamefully treated in some states, could hold the ILO responsible for its relative neglect of their plight in recent decades? In short, developing a concept of omission related to the mandate of international organizations is not likely to result in increased administrative litigation before the further development of an administrative law framework, and, even then, as the example of the EU suggests, 144 no miracles should be expected. Still, a legal concept of omission can play a role in proceedings other than those of an administrative naturefor example, in the tort proceedings currently underway in the US courts concerning the outbreak of cholera in Haiti, commonly attributed to Nepalese peacekeepers and, therewith, to the UN. Second, much of the discourse on legal responsibility in general takes place not before courts but elsewhere: in diplomacy and in public debate. 145 Here, it may be of some use that the vague intuition that an organization 'did something wrong' can be given more precision with the help of the notion of omission, as developed above.
An additional benefit may entail coming to terms with voting by member states so as to prevent the organization from taking the expected action, thus possibly giving rise to member state responsibility. This does not work in all circumstances; surely, not every vote against every draft decision can be taken as 'obstruction'. 146 But where the draft decision would unequivocally give effect to the organization's mandate, a decision against (and, a fortiori, a veto) can be so regarded. This article has aspired to flesh out a concept of the notion of 'omission' in the law on the responsibility of international organizations and does so by linking the omission to the organization's mandate. Hence, organizations can incur responsibility for failing to act in circumstances where, according to their mandate, they should have acted. This is not the same as saying the organization is responsible for failing to exercise its powers, if only because its powers can be discretionary or complementary. Instead, the mandate offers a separate ground of responsibility, inspired by the notion of role responsibility. 147 
